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Abstract

A Pilot Study (PS) is a small-scale research project conducted before the final full-scale study. A PS helps researchers to test in reality how likely the research process is to work, in order to help them decide how best to conduct the final research study. In piloting a study, a researcher can identify or refine a research question, discover what methods are best for pursuing it, and estimate how much time and what resources will be necessary to complete the larger final version of the study. There is, however, a paucity in literature that focuses on using, reading and representing PSs. This article discusses the importance of a PS to test and identify how methods and ideas would work in practice when undertaking a qualitative PhD thesis. The proposed PS in this paper addressed many challenges, and the researcher reflected on different perspectives of their work including ethical, cultural, social and professional issues. By the end
of the PhD thesis, undertaken with the guidance of the PS, it was found that a well-conducted PS, giving a clear list of aims and objectives within a formal framework, can encourage methodological rigour and ensure the validity of both the study itself and the methodology applied. The objectives of this paper are thus threefold: first, to identify the issues within a specific qualitative PS prior to conducting the final study; second, to address the researcher’s reflections on these findings and finally, to share the experiences and knowledge that a PS can be expected to bring.
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1. Introduction

PSs guide the development of the research plan (Prescott & Soeken, 1989), as the smaller (pilot) study informs and gives feedback to the larger (final) study. Based on this feedback, the researcher can make adjustments to and refine the research methodology before attempting the final study. This article presents the author’s reflection on the lessons learned from a PS that was recently used in completing a PhD qualitative thesis on investigating the perceptions of online tutors with regards to student-centred learning (SCL) in Egyptian higher education. The purpose of the PhD research study was to investigate Egyptian tutors’ understanding and implementation of SCL as a concept in the online learning (OL) environment, and to examine the factors that influence these perceptions. The study is phenomenologically qualitative and the instruments used for collecting data are focus groups and semi-structured interviews. The PS conducted before the final study was intended to explore any methodological issues arising from putting the methodology into practice. By showing how the relevant aspects of the main study changed as a result of conducting the PS, the comparison between the methodology before and after conducting the PS proves the value of conducting a PS in qualitative research.

According to Teijlingen et al. (2002), researchers often claim that they learned from conducting a PS and made necessary changes, but do so without offering the reader details on what exactly was learnt. This is yet another essential reason for this paper, in which the lessons learned and the reflections of the researcher are addressed in detail.

The structure of this article is as follows: first, it reviews contributions to research which address the usefulness of PSs, and discusses the reasons that PSs are scarce in the research literature, or scarcely reported. This discussion places the focus on the value of PSs and their roles in qualitative rather than in quantitative research. It is followed by a brief description of the PS conducted for the PhD project on which the discussion in this article is based. It then presents the researcher’s professional reflections on conducting this PS, summarising the lessons learned. The final section concludes with recommendations for conducting PSs and addresses some related issue for future research interests.

1.1 Why Pilot Studies?

PSs are likely to be ‘under-discussed, underused and underreported’ (Prescott & Soeken, 1989, p. 60). According to Teijlingen and Hundley (2001), full reports on PSs are rare in research literature, and even when reported, they are often used to justify the research methods or use of a particular research tool, but mainly focusing on quantitative methods. This draws attention to
the fact that there might be a tendency to assume that the role of pilot works consists of only the testing of research instruments (Sampson, 2004), which might lead us to think that PSs are of limited value. Examples of this understanding of the benefits of PSs as being limited include Baker (1994), who explains that piloting consists exclusively of pre-testing a particular research instrument, and to give the researcher advance warning on where the main research project might fail. Similarly, Crossman (2007) sees only limited benefits in a PS, which can help in estimating the required time and costs for the project. A wider range of benefits is acknowledged by Prescott and Soeken (1989) and Teijlingen and Hundley (2001), who extensively discuss the different possible benefits of PSs and provide ideas about potential obstacles which might occur in the main data collection phase, including in data collection method or sample recruitment strategy, Teijlingen et al. (2001) and Teijlingen and Hundley (2001) both provide a summary of the reasons for performing a PS for both quantitative and qualitative methods; these reasons range from process and management to resources and the scientific process. It is worth noting that benefits are only for scientific research and there are no benefits for the researchers themselves from a professional perspective including research informed practice, leadership and critical thinking.

According to Janghorban et al. (2014), Kim (2010), Padgett (2008), and Prescott and Soeken (1989), there is a measurable lack of research on PSs in general, and on PSs in qualitative research in particular. In order to widen the range of literature on PSs examined, particularly literature on qualitative studies, a search through various journals was conducted, but indeed the research literature found mostly focused on quantitative studies, for example literature from US National Institutes of Health’s National Library of Medicine with its numerous articles focused on sharing research and researchers’ experience in health and nursing related issues. In terms of qualitative research, there was limited focus in journals such as Qualitative Social Work (QSW), Qualitative Inquiry and Qualitative Health Research. Moreover, few academics addressed the usefulness of PS for the competence of qualitative researchers, and there also does not seem to be any textbook in existence that dedicates a chapter to this issue. Literature review effort revealed the benefits of qualitative pilot works and the role of this work in developing the main study.

PSs are much more common for quantitative studies than for qualitative ones (Crossman, 2007), and there are two possible reasons for this. First, a considerable amount of literature focuses on the benefit of PSs for eliminating any waste of financial funding by using inappropriate resources or instruments in the final study (Teijlingen & Hundley, 2001; Crossman, 2007), and lab resources and instruments are rather more likely to be used in quantitative than in qualitative research. The second reason may lie in the flexibility of qualitative methodology. According to Creswell (2012), a flexible method, is required in studies exploring the human experience. This flexibility can help the researcher to tailor the research question(s) to the specific field of study. Additionally, data collection and analysis can be continually adjusted to the emerging findings. This flexibility typically exists in qualitative methodologies; if, for example, a researcher finds during an interview that the questions do not address their objectives, they can be refined spontaneously in the same interview. A qualitative final study can therefore often be pursued without a need for piloting it.
On the other hand De Vaus (1993, p. 54) warns strongly: ‘Do not take the risk. Pilot test first’. The existing literature advocates the importance of a PS from two perspectives: that of the research subject, and that of the researcher. From the perspective of the research, the implications of not piloting a study are highlighted by Teijlingen and Hundley (2002), who posit a possible case where problems existed with the research tool, and modifications had to be made in light of the findings from the PS. Without these modifications, the data would have been flawed or inaccurate. The question that needs to be addressed in a case where a study was not piloted, and aspects of the method needed to be modified within the research process (i.e. during the sampling of participants), is thus: “What is the base or road map for this modification?” The answer is that a PS can be this roadmap - according to Thabane et al. (2010) it can assist in defining the research question and to test the feasibility, reliability and validity of the proposed study design. Frankland and Bloor (1999, p. 154) similarly assert that piloting provides the qualitative researcher with a ‘clear definition of the focus of the study’, which helps the researcher to concentrate their data collection on a narrow spectrum of projected analytical topics. This benefit is further discussed below in the researcher’s reflection after the PS (see 2.6 Reflection on the Pilot Study).

As to the perspective of the researcher, Teijlingen and Hundley (2001) explain that the nature of qualitative data collection tools such as interviews are often progressive, and that second or subsequent interviews in a study should be better than previous ones as the interviewer gains insights that are used to improve interview schedules and specific questions. For example, a qualitative interviewer conducting 15 focus group interviews will listen to the recordings or read through the transcripts of the first three or four in order to improve questions and ways to introduce issues to the group, or even add new topics for discussion. Although there is no specific PS in this case, analysis of earlier focus group interviews may thus help to improve later ones.

Some scholars have therefore argued that separate PSs are not necessary in qualitative approaches (Holloway, 1997). On the other hand, Janghorban et al. (2014) stress the importance of PSs for novice qualitative researchers to minimise the risk of encountering unmanageable problems while obtaining data, as well as in conducting the processes of data analysis and interpretation. Another benefit for novice researchers is that piloting qualitative approaches can also be carried out if the researcher ‘lacks confidence or is a novice, particularly when using the interview technique’ (Holloway, 1997, p. 121). Hence, even in qualitative research, where human experience is investigated and direct interaction between the research and the researcher is involved, PSs are considered highly useful for novice researchers. The question that needs to be addressed, however, is what benefit there might be in the case of an expert qualitative researcher exploring a novel intervention or an innovative application or method. I believe that in this context, too, a PS can help refine data collection plans with respect to both the content of the data and the procedures to be followed. The benefits of PSs for a researchers’ experience and professional competence are consequently, important for both novice and expert researchers.
1.2 Challenges of Pilot Studies

The following section discusses the two main questions that a researcher might confront when conducting a PS, namely (1) whether pilot participants are to be included in the main study or completely different participants should be recruited, and (2) whether data from the PS should be included in the main results, or instead disregarded. Teijlingen and Hundley (2001) discuss these two concerns for researchers in general, with the main focus on quantitative research. As this paper mainly focuses on qualitative PSs, the discussion in the following section is directed towards qualitative research.

1.3 Conducting Interviews with the Same Participants in the Main Study

Including the same participants in both pilot and main studies or including different participants in the main study is a significant question, especially if the selection criteria are narrow and finding suitable participants might thus be difficult or time-consuming. Teijlingen and Hundley (2001) answer this question for quantitative research, and do not favour the idea of conducting interviews with the same participants in the main study, since this might affect the sample size, as there will be difficulty to find number of participants twice (pilot and final study), especially if participants in the final study are supposed to come from the same clusters (e.g. schools, prisons or hospitals). Researchers can therefore conduct a sub-group analysis to assess to what extent the process of piloting influences the size of the intervention effect. On the other hand, using the same participants in both studies, also has advantages - according to Janghorban et al. (2014), conducting interviews with the same participants creates familiarity between the researcher and the participants, allowing both of them to behave more naturally later in the main research study. However, the issue with this claim, which involves asking the same person the same question twice, even though it might be in two different settings, is that it may lead to them losing interest in the study, in a phenomenon known as “semantic satiation”. This psychological phenomenon involves the temporary influence that may be caused by the repetition of a word or phrase - according to Jakobovits and Lambert (1962), repetition may lead to loss of meaning and interest for the listener. To engage the participants in a qualitative study it might therefore be more beneficial to conduct the final study with different participants from those who have contributed to the PS; even though of course but both groups should share the same background (i.e. education, culture) depending on the study context and the research question.

Another point that needs to be considered with regards to the study sample is that PSs are nearly always based on a small number of participants, which means that the reliability of PS findings may be limited, even though they offer some indications of the likely size of the response rate in the main data collection (Teijlingen & Hundley, 2001). According to Connelly (2008), extant literature suggests that a PS sample should be 10% of the sample size planned for the final study. This, however, is much more of an issue in a quantitative study, since the number of participants in the final study can be more than double of the number on the pilot study. This is usually different in qualitative studies, where the entire research sample can be a very small number of participants in homogeneous groups (Guest et al., 2006), and thus the impact of the final sample size is not expected to be very great.
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1.4 Including Data from the PS in the Main Study

The second issue, that of including data from the PS in the main study, discussed in the literature mainly with regard to quantitative data. According to Peat et al. (2002, p. 57), ‘an essential feature of a pilot study is that the data are not used to test a hypothesis or included with data from the actual study when the results are reported’. The obvious concern is that if there are problems with the research tool and modifications have to be made in light of the findings from the PS, data obtained in the PS could be inaccurate or faulty. However, where an established and validated tool is being used, and the PS is only meant to test other methodological aspects such as recruitment rates, it could be argued that such data would still be of value. In terms of data from qualitative studies, there are in most cases no drastic changes in the main study design after the PS, and since in this case data corruption is rather less of a concern, researchers often use some or all of their pilot data as part of the main study.

2. Example of a Qualitative PS

2.1 Study Background

The PhD thesis for which this PS was conducted is titled “Perceptions of online tutors about SCL in the Egyptian HE”. It is a phenomenological qualitative study which uses both one-to-one interviews and focus groups as data collection tools. Data in the PS was collected from members of the Faculty of Education in one of the older universities in the north of Egypt. Data was collected in Arabic as the native language of Egyptians, and then translated into English by professional and accredited translators. The process by which the translation was done was back-translation to recheck the accuracy of the translation to improve its trustworthiness.

![Figure 1. Steps of pilot study plan](http://ijssr.macrothink.org)

The diagram (Figure 1) illustrates the suggested steps of a PS plan, starting with the determination of the PS plan including all aspects of the applied method and methodology. This is followed by an assessment of the tools based on their feasibility (i.e. by evaluating interview questions), and after this the adjustments of these tools and other settings of the
research process were made. Next, the plan was revisited, meaning assessed again as to tools and techniques. At this stage, there might not be another opportunity to examine the study before the final data collection, and it is therefore suggested to prepare a list of questions in the assessment step to be answered and tested in the revisiting step. Finally, the lessons learned from the whole PS were reflected on. This reflection can be used in further research to avoid duplicating similar mistakes or to refine similar situations.

2.2 Initial Plan for Piloting

The PS for this particular PhD thesis research lasted two weeks. It was conducted through one-to-one semi-structured interviews and focus group interviews with 5 out of a total of 20 online tutors who had been selected as participants for the main study. The focus group interviews lasted for nearly an hour, and each one-to-one interview lasted between 45 and 60 minutes. The focus group was conducted on one day, and the individual interviews were held on the following few days, with only 2 interviews on the same day. All interviews and focus groups were audio- and video-recorded, the latter due to the plan to use a Facial Analysis Coding System (FACS). Interviews and focus groups were held after an informed consent form from the participants had been obtained, which covered issues such as confidentiality and the right to withdraw. It is worth mentioning that the time lag between the different interviews helped in obtaining feedback from the participants, who were asked to reflect on the entire discussion and then offer their opinions on the questions asked. Consequently, this feedback could be reflected on and used in the following interviews - an example of this reflection will be explained in section 2.6 Reflections on the Pilot Study.

My first visit to the faculty was a non-official meeting with participants. The purpose of this non-official meeting was to introduce myself to them and explain the purpose of my research. In this meeting, I emphasised our common ground and shared experiences to create a friendly atmosphere as suggested by Hurn and Tomalin (2013), who mention that especially in Arabic countries what is is ‘getting to know the members of the other negotiating team, thus establishing trust and helping to break the ice’ (p.178). A researcher from a different country can subject to numerous curious questions and enquiries - examples of the questions I was asked at the beginning of the focus group included “Why would a university in another country be interested in our perception towards a certain issue in education?” and “Is it acceptable to reveal the truth and declare a problem in our education system in front of others who may not have this problem at all? “Clarifying issues such as these with the participants can help to break the ice and enrich the data collected.

2.3 Changes in the Initial Piloting Study Plan

Because of the actual circumstances encountered at the location, a number of changes had to be made to the initial PS plan, including

1. The number of participants in the focus group was increased to 6, as a lady participant was hesitant to join the focus group for cultural reasons, then she decided to join.
2. The focus group and interview setting was moved to a small classroom which was away from the noise of the main buildings and was available at the requested times.
3. Because of changes in the tutors’ timetable, there was no individual day available for the non-official meeting only; instead it was conducted as an hour-long early-morning meeting on the same day as the focus group. During this meeting I was presented to the tutors, and we had tea together before starting the focus group.

Each of these changes had implications for the flow of the PS which will be discussed below.

2.4 Initial Interview Questions

The table below (Table 1) lists the initially planned interview questions, as well as the changes made to them after the PS. The reasons for the individual changes, additions and deletions of questions) are explained in the following section.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Initial interview questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. As an online tutor, what are the differences between your teaching methods and strategies in the face-to-face environment and the Online Environment (OL)?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Describe your teaching style when working in an online setting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes: Q2 is merged with Q5 (See details below the table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. What are your strengths for your position as online tutor?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes: Q3 is deleted and replaced by Q1 (see details below the table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. What are the challenges that online tutors may face in teaching?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes: Q4 is reworded and reordered (see details below the table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. What planning do you undertake before teaching an online class?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes: Q5 is merged with Q2 (see details below the table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Tell me about the materials you use in online teaching.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes: Q6 is Deleted (see details below the table)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. How would you handle a student who is not engaged in the course?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changes: adding: give examples from your real teaching practices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. How would you handle a student who is not self-motivated?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 9. Rate the students’ average ability to do the following:
   - Time management - self-management - self-discovery - guided discovery - self evaluation
   Note: rating is from 1 - 5 (1 is the lowest and 5 is the highest) |
| 10. How do you guide your students in their online search, within the studied topic? Give an example. |
| 11. How do you encourage your students to be creative? |
| 12. If one of the students suggested a new topic to be included in the course syllabus that was not directly related to the main topic, how would you respond to this? |
| 13. What is your definition of empowering learners? Give examples where you seem to empower your learners while teaching them. |
| 14. What are the benefits of empowering learners? |
| 15. What are the concerns about empowering learners? |
| 16. Which aspects of control do you give your learners? Give an example. |
| Changes: adding: give examples from your real teaching practices |
| 17. What have you done to improve your knowledge as an online tutor in the last few months/ years? |
| 18. How often do the training courses dedicated to online tutors you have attended take place? How would you evaluate them? |
| 19. How ready do you think Egyptian Higher Education Institutes are for OL? |
Changes: Q19 adding another question (see details below the table)

20. Regarding Egypt, describe any constraints that can be obstacles to applying any of the topics we have discussed.

Changes: reordering the question (see details below the table)

21. Questions added about authoring the online content

Question 2

Question 2 was merged with Question 5 to be: “What plans do you make before teaching an online course? Give examples of your teaching styles such as using multimedia, games, simulations etc.”

Question 3

Question 3 was deleted and replaced by question 1, which is more generic and less personal question. The reason behind this was a matter of cultural perspective - in general, in Middle Eastern culture it may not be completely acceptable to declare one's personal strengths with regards to careers and professionalism, since one could be accused of arrogance if one discusses one’s points of strength. Conversely, talking about personal weaknesses may negatively affect a professional evaluation report or lead to missing an opportunity to pass a job interview. Writing on this issue in Arab culture, Al Suleimany (2009, p.402) also notes that “[i]f you are honest, sincere and genuine you just get ignored. Actually, you may be targeted and remarked for special raw and rough treatment.” Consequently, the dominant cultural belief is that being completely honest and truthful is not an effective behaviour at your work place, but that one rather has to sometimes hide one’s feelings or pretend to feel something else to get noticed and promoted. After the PS, answers to Question 3 ("What are your strengths for your position as online tutor?") were very short and unclear, and as a result in the final study Question 3 was replaced by Question 1, where the interviewees highlighted the affordances of online tutoring as compared to face-to-face tutoring in general.

Question 4

The question was reworded into one asking the interviewee to give an example of a challenge which they have confronted within teaching. Q 20, where the participants were asked about such challenges on a national level, was moved up in order to follow this question.

Question 6

Question 6 was deleted without replacement. Due to the limited technological resources in Egypt (Abdullah & Albadri, 2010), most tools and programmes that were mentioned in the PS were basic and identical, and answers were lacking in rich information. It is noteworthy that although this PS was conducted in 2014, the limitation of resources noted by Abdullah and Albadri (2010) four years earlier still existed, though were gradually decreasing.

Question 19

This question was changed to be followed by a new question asking to give more details about missing resources or facilities that the online tutors have been confronted with, and which were
considered to be obstacles for doing their jobs.

**Question 20**

This question was moved up in order to follow Question 4 since in answering Question 4 the participants tended to start by talking about personal challenges and then, unprompted, moved on to talk about the challenges on the national level.

### 2.5 Summary of Changes in Questions after the Pilot Study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question number</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Question 2</td>
<td>Merged with question 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 3</td>
<td>Replaced by question 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 4</td>
<td>Reordered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 6</td>
<td>Deleted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 7</td>
<td>Followed by another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 16</td>
<td>Followed by another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 19</td>
<td>Followed by another question</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Question 20</td>
<td>Reordered</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

With reference to the diagram in Figure 1 (see 2.1 above) the final interview questions were part of the adjustment stage where applied methods were adjusted (changed/deleted/added/replaced). The next step, the re-assessment, is quite similar to the assessment stage, the only difference being that the initial assessment is based on the fundamental study structure and original research plan while the re-assessment is based on the findings of the PS.

### 2.6 Reflections on the Pilot Study

This is the final stage of the PS plan (see Figure 1 in 2.1. above). The main challenge that I confronted in the PS was how to position myself as a novice researcher: “The location and position of researchers influence the research process and therefore necessarily affect the final product”, warn Thapar-Björkert and Henry (2004, p.365). In their view the researcher-researched relationship in fieldwork influences the research process and therefore necessarily affects the final research product. Heeding their warning about the researcher’s location, I used the idea of the ‘Six Thinking Hats’ invented by De Bono (1999). These “hats” are used to look at decisions from a number of different perspectives, forcing us to move outside our habitual thinking style and helping us to get a more rounded view of a situation. While collecting my data, the “hats” I used were those of “researcher”, “student”, “colleague” (of the interviewees) and “social advisor”. These “hats” inspired me to perform these different roles and helped me to think clearly and thoroughly by directing my thinking attention in one direction at a time. I found that in a qualitative study where human experience is investigated and direct interaction between the researcher and those researched is encountered, the PS helps researchers to position themselves and “wear the right hat” prior to final data collection.
The following section discussed different challenges (i.e. ethical, cultural, social and professional) that were encountered in the PS, and how applying different research locations and “hats” helped me to respond to and reflect on each challenge. The challenges and my reflections on them discussed in the following section are:

1. Audio/video recording
2. Respect for the Tutor
3. Classroom setting
4. Questions to the researcher
5. Overriding of male gender in the focus groups
6. Questions with no answer
7. Learning from the interviewees’ answers
8. Avoiding bias in research

2.6.1 Audio/Video Recording

Audio/video recording was an issue especially for female interviewees, who hesitated to share information in the focus group discussion and the interview after they had been informed that audio or video recording would be used. This hesitation turned into outright disapproval in two cases because of their conservative social and cultural perspective. In this situation, it was necessary for me to build a bridge of trust between myself and the participants, and to explain how highly privacy and confidentiality of data are valued in the university regulations. Here, the “researcher hat” was used to reassure the participants.

2.6.2 Respect for the Tutor

Due to cultural perspectives involving the issue of respect for a tutor there was a high wall between myself and the interviewees. This wall became obvious in the participants' habit of raising hands before commenting and even standing up to answer questions. This behaviour, it was explained to me, has its roots in an old saying in the culture, which I could clearly see is still applicable today: “Stand up for the tutor and respect him, the tutor is nearly a prophet.” (Abdallah & Albadri, 2010, p.17). My solution to this situation was to position myself as a colleague, meaning as just another online tutor towards the interviewees, and assure them many times that I was their colleague and would like to share common experiences in our mutual careers. Here the “colleague’s hat” was used.

2.6.3 Classroom Setting

Another cultural challenge I was confronted with occurred due to the location of the interviews in a classroom setting. The consequence of this setting was that the interviewees did not interact and discuss freely, which became obvious in the lack of gestures regarding proxemics and kinesics. As a result, for the final data collection, I was keen to exchange the classroom for another place on the university campus such as a meeting room with a round table.

2.6.4 Questions to the Researcher

There were a number of questions asked by the interviewees, including "Why would a university in another country be interested in our perception towards a certain issue in
education?”, “Is it acceptable to reveal the truth?”, “Is it acceptable to declare a problem in our education system in front of others who may not have this problem at all?”, or “Can we say that….?” followed by silence and hesitation to complete the statement.

Confronted by these questions I felt that we had exchanged roles, and that the participants were now the interviewers and I was an interviewee who had to give the best possible answer or risk failure. Here I used the “hats” of “researcher” and “social advisors”. My answers to the participants focused on three main aspects:

- The reassurance that we all have weaknesses and we tend to try to work on eliminating them.
- It is important to exchange knowledge and experiences (by reminding them of events in the history of Egyptian education where it was in its best situation due to exchanging knowledge and sending delegates to other nations).
- The existence of globalisation processes that involve geographically disparate people whose ideas, knowledge and technologies are disseminated by a variety of technological means over vast distances.

2.6.5 Overriding of Male Gender in the Focus Groups

An issue that arose while moderating the pilot focus group was that the women felt they were not being fairly treated in matters of recruitment, selection, training and promotion (Al-Suleimany, 2009). The impact of this issue on the interviewees became obvious in a number of ways, including

- Head nodding and acceptance without discussion
- Disagreement without evidence
- Discussions becoming heated due to a difference in gender rather than in point of view

The “tutor’s hat” and “social advisor’s hat” were used in this situation. It is worth mentioning that in cases were controversial topics came up, the discussion was not easy to moderate.

2.6.6 Questions with No Answer

There were two questions in the interview with no clear answers or with only generic answers given by the participants. These questions were:

- “What are your strengths for your position as an online tutor?” and
- “What are your weak points for your position as an online tutor?”

Here I applied some of the reading I had done on the topic of transparency in Middle Eastern culture. (See 2.2 Initial Plan for Piloting, question 3)

In response to this I adapted my questions in the interviews and focus groups in a way that could bypass this issue. The questions were thus modified as follows:

- “As an online tutor, what are the differences between your teaching methods and strategies in the face-to-face environment and the OL environment?”
- “Regarding Egypt, describe any constraints you may confront as an online tutor.”
In this situation, I used the “researcher’s hat” to try to find reasons that would explain why these questions did not get answers, and to adapt the questions so that they would.

2.6.7 Learning from the Interviewees’ Answers

As a researcher, I learned that it is possible to modify any question in the interview in response to the interviewees’ answers. For example, I moved all the questions which focused on challenges and barriers in OL to the end of the interview or focus group meeting - it emerged during the PS that talking about the affordances at the beginning helped the interviewees to think creatively and effectively, while talking about the challenges at the beginning led them to assume that a situation was out of their control and that there was nothing they could do to change it.

2.6.8 Avoiding Bias in Research

Another skill I gained during the PS was how to minimise bias in research. One of the questions that I asked in the interview was "What is the best ratio between online learning and face to face learning?" One interviewee's answer was: "I do not see that online learning is effective at all. I believe that all learning resources have to be hard copies. OL is wasting our students’ time and ruining their creativity skills.” Since my own research is on the topic of OL, I naturally have a rather different point of view from that of the interviewee. If I have difficulty recognising that other people think differently than I do about a given topic or situation, this may lead me to comment on the interviewee’s view or ask a biased question.

The interviews in the PS taught me firsthand that it is important to understand bias and how it affects research results and that I need to be aware of my own bias and how this may be expressed. In this situation, I used the “researcher’s hat”.

3. Recommendations from the Pilot Study

My reflections from the PS had different implications from both a professional and a personal perspective. The main lessons I have learned are summarised here.

- It is a good idea to follow questions the interview/focus group with a simple example which explains the question and clarifies the meaning and the angle that I wanted to approach for the participants.
- Before the PS I had considered two different approaches with regards to translating the Arabic data into English. The first was to start by translating the entire scripts first, and then conducting the analysis of the data from the translated scripts. The second was to conduct data collection, transcription and analysis all in Arabic, with only the final findings translated into English. By the end of the PS, I had recognised that my main references and academic literature were in English, and concluded that it would be easier to start by having the entire scripts translated from Arabic to English, and conduct the rest of the research (data analysis, findings and discussion) in English.
- In the PS focus group I had to be skilful with probing questions in situations where the discussion moved away from the main topic. In those cases, I had to choose a word or a statement from the discussion and rephrase it into a question. Though these questions
may not be listed in the original questions script, they helped to answer the research questions without losing the evolving discussion.

- When watching the recording of the first interview, I observed that I had been less than cautious about revealing some of my preconceived ideas. In the following interviews I was therefore rather more cautious not to reveal any of my prior knowledge of and views on the topic.

- I analysed the non-verbal data from the interviews using the audio/voice recording. The analysis for the PS was for one participant only to experiment with the quality of analysis and evaluate the time and effort necessary. Analysing one participant’s interview in the PS using FACS resulted in the knowledge that the analysis of just that one participant’s interview with FACS was 8 hours. Because of time limitation, it was agreed by me and my supervisors to use Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (IPA) only rather than including FACS for the purposes of the PhD.

- The location of the interviews is important - interviewing in a classroom did not help to break the ice with the participants and it did not help me to wear any “hat” except of the researcher and tutor, so that I learned that it would be more beneficial to change the interview setting from the classroom to a more social setting, such as a social space on the campus. This change in venue also helped with the analysis of the non-verbal communication in the research, as setting in comfortable chairs with a low table leads to the exchange of more information than the kind of formal setting. (Verma, 2005)

- In terms of the theoretical framework, the PS confirmed that the use of constructivism and social constructivism were the appropriate theories that could support my study, as they define the kinds of variables that I wanted to look at.

- In my research proposal and the methodology chapter the plan was to follow a thematic data analysis. However, after collecting the data of the PS, it was found that using IPA would be a more appropriate method to analyse the data collected in this study

- After the PS it was decided to reduce the number of participants from 30 to 20, since the collected data turned out to be rich, and the time allocated or data collection and analysis would not have allowed me to collect data from more than 20 participants.

- The participants highly appreciated receiving a gift at the end of the interviews - after collecting the data I gave the participants a pen with pictures of famous historical places from the UK as a souvenir. Although these gifts were not expensive at all (approximately 50p each), the present had a positive effect on the participants and was much appreciated.

4. Summary of the Pilot Study

In conducting the PS a number of issues from professional, social, ethical, and cultural perspectives, were identified. The perspectives themselves had two different facets, the first being the researcher’s point of view which involved asking questions and encountering participants. The second was from the point of view of the participants’ and how they interacted with the study design and research questions. The PS helped me to reduce the risk of errors or problems and to identify and resolve as many potential problems or issues as possible. More specifically, the PS helped me to draw a clear road map for the research including data collection tools, methodology, data analysis and theoretical framework. The PS also helped me
to understand that it is necessary to read up on the culture of the participants even though I myself am part of this culture. Furthermore, the PS helped me to learn how to achieve the study goals and objectives through the use of a variety of “thinking hats” during the data collection stage. From a professional point of view as a researcher, checking the participants’ awareness of instruments used for collecting data (such as focus group discussions) is important, as participants in the study might not be familiar with some of these research tools. Finally, as a novice qualitative researcher, conducting a PS helped to train me into becoming a flexible researcher - I learned to keep in mind that the questions I am asking about my topic would change slightly, which I had not been expecting. I learned about being reflexive, placing myself and my research practice under examination to aid me in acknowledging any ethical dilemmas (such as the male gender overriding the female gender) that might permeate the research process and could hinder the acquisition of knowledge.

Acknowledging only limited benefits of PSs for research only narrows down their uses. PSs can help with the research process itself, leading to remarkable implications which last until the very end of the final study, and the researchers themselves add to their research experience and career competence. It is, however, worth considering the expected benefits from a PS before conducting one, as there might be cases where only a few benefits might be achieved, while in other studies many benefits may be achieved from the PS. What needs to be kept in mind in either case, though, is the advice of Thabane et al. (2010), who stress that PSs should be well-designed with clear feasibility objectives, clear analytic plans, and explicit criteria for determining success of feasibility.

5. Conclusion

A PS is crucial for a well-planned study design. Its benefits are unarguably and essential for both qualitative and quantitative researchers, if, that is, the PS has a well-defined set of aims and objectives to ensure methodological rigour and scientific validity. This paper has focused on piloting qualitative data collection methods used by a PhD researcher in the field of Education. According to the results discussed in this paper, the researcher had different experiences and confronted different challenges while conducting the PS with a view to numerous perspectives, including ethical, cultural, social and professional. The PS informed the feasibility and identified necessary modifications in the design of the final PhD research. This paper thus concludes that there are multiple benefits to conducting a PS, and that there is a need for more discussion among researchers on both the processes and outcomes of PSs. The experience shared in this paper offers clearer guidance to researchers who are new to using PSs in qualitative research. However, there are still a number of unresolved issues and conflicting opinions on PSs that need to be addressed, such as the questions on whether to use the same participants, setting and data in both pilot and final study. These issues can be a focus of further research. The main message of this paper for conducting research is therefore: “Learn from your (and other researchers’) mistakes.”
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